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Abstract—Mobile agent technology is one of the mobile
computing areas. This technology could be used in several types
of applications, such as cloud computing, e-commerce, databases,
distributed systems management, network management, etc. The
purpose of this paper is to propose a new model for increasing
the mobile agent systems performance. The performance is
considered as one of the important factors that makes the system
reliable. This paper suggests a knowledge-based content to be
used to improve the mobile agent systems performance. In the
beginning, this work started by conducting intensive survey
about related models and mechanisms to investigate the gaps in
the performance. A comparative discussion has been conducted
between some researches issued and the proposed model. The
proposed model has been described in full details based on the
components. A scenario-based approach has been used to
implement the proposed model by using .Net framework and C#
language. The model has been tested and evaluated based on
different scenarios. As findings, the overall performance has been
improved by 83% when the knowledge-based content is used. In
addition, the system performance will improve automatically by
the time because the content of the knowledge is increased. The
proposed model is suitable to be used in any type of mobile agent
applications. The originality of the model is based on conducted
survey and own knowledge.
Keywords—Mobile agent; mobility; performance; intelligent
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile agent technology is one of the mobile computing
areas. This technology could be used in several types of
application such as cloud computing, e-commerce, databases,
distributed systems management, network management.etc.
The mobile agent systems have many benefits if we compared
with the client/server model such as saving network
bandwidth, reducing network latency and reducing network
consuming cost. The mobile agent system works based on
concept of remote programming. The mobile agent travels to
several nodes to accomplish tasks on behalf of users. The
agent is one of the system components. It is represented as
object which consists of two parts: Data Stat and Code. The
data state represents the information domain of the agent. The
code represents the statements that will be executed in the
hosts (Service Providers). By using an itinerary table and
mobility mechanism, the mobile agent travels among network
hosts. The mobile agent home creates the agents according to
users' requests. In addition, it dispatches and receives the
agents with results. The host or service provider represents the
node that is visited by mobile agents. The hosts can receive

multiple mobile agents simultaneously. The mobile agent
system uses a communication mechanism that allows the
agents to communicate together and with other system
components. The mobility feature is a key feature of the
mobile agent which allows the agents move from host to
another. Vigna and Fuggetta et al. [12] defined the agent
component as two parts: execution and resources units. The
execution unit represents a computation algorithm. The
resource unit represents as information domain that will be
used by the execution units. There are two types of mobility:
strong and weak mobility. Strong mobility allows the mobile
agent that can carry a code and an execution state during the
journey. Weak mobility allows the mobile agent to carry only
a code with some initial values.
The mobile agent performance is one of the key issues [5]
that make the system reliable and successful. The performance
depends on many factors, one of them is the agent journey
duration time. The duration time depends on two items:
number visited hosts and the services execution time. In this
paper a new model is proposed to improve the mobile agent
performance. The model is based on reducing the number of
visited hosts by the mobile agent. The main idea of the model
is to use a knowledge-based content. The knowledge-based
content represents the mobile agent experiences from pervious
journeys. Before the mobile agent starts a new journey, it
should consult the knowledge-based content in order to check
if there is a previous knowledge could be used to reduce the
number of visited hosts. This idea works only if the mobile
agent wants to make a selection or searching for benefits
among hosts for example, buying books or tickets or any
goods.
The reset of the paper was organized in five sections:
Section 2 explores some models and mechanisms the mobile
agent performance with some discussions. Section 3 presents
the proposed model with full details of all components. The
model implementation has been mentioned with full
discussion of the results in Section 4. This work was
concluded in Section 5 with some recommendations as future
work to enhance the model.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, some researches issued have presented and
discussed. These researches were agreed on how to find a
mobile agent model with high performance by using different
mechanisms such as: network protocols, using parallel
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processing, ranking services provider, etc. the following
section presents some of them.
Selamat et al. proposed extended hierarchical query
retrieval (EHQR) approach to enhance the mobile agent
performance. The main idea behind this approach was to send
many agents simultaneously in order to reduce the time taken
for tasks. To evaluate EHQR, two experiments had been
conducted by using query online and offline [1]. By using
SNMP (simple network management protocol), Rantes et al.
developed a model for evaluating mobile agent performance
factors. After conducting many experiments, the results
mentioned that the mobile agent performance depends on the
network management and some parameters related to a
network topology, network latency [2]. Holt et al. also used
SNMP to analysis mobile agent performance factors. The
model evaluated the mobile agent in two environments: Local
Area Network (LAN) and Wide Area Network (WAN). The
study mentioned that the bounded size of the mobile agent is
optimal in a large network domain and the adopting of
clustering strategy controls the mobile agent size [3]. Devadas
et al. proposed a knowledge based component in a mobile
agent system that can help the agents to communicate together.
By this way the mobile agent performance will be increased
[4]. Tarig proposed a new mechanism for increasing the
mobile agent performance by reducing the mobile agent size
during the agent journey. The mechanism called Free Area
Mechanism (FAM). The mechanism was implemented
using .Net framework and many experiments had been
conducted to test the performance [5]. Sasirekha et al.
proposed a new mechanism to improve the mobile agent
routing algorithm. The algorithm called cluster-chain mobile
agent routing (CCMAR). It used a wireless sensor network
(WSN) into a few clusters and runs. Two phases were used to
implement the algorithm. First, the nodes in the chained
cluster aggregate the data in the cluster. Second, the mobile
agents collect the data that aggregated in the cluster [6]. Aloui
et al. proposed a solution for Multiple agents Itinerary
Planning (MIP). The solution was based on agent’s location
and their size to make balance in consuming network energy.
After conducting many experiments, the results mentioned
that the performance was increased [7].
The accurate prediction for the resources is very important
for the mobile agent to improve the performance. Chaudhar et
al. proposed to use Cognitive Agent in Mobile Ad hoc
Network. The cognitive agent makes the mobile agent
thinking like human to take the right decision regarding to the
resources. By this way, the mobile agent can determines the
best traffic plan to achieve its tasks [8]. Channappagoudar et
al. had conducted a study related to the resource allocation
protocol. The study used static and mobile agents to evaluate
the performance. The main idea of the proposed protocol was
to allow the static agents to collect resource information about
nodes in the network and providing the mobile agent by this
information. By this way, the mobile agents will increase their
performance [9]. Prapulla et al. proposed a model for multi
mobile agents to reduce the energy consummation and latency.
The model based on two types of mobile agents: Link Agent
and Data Agent. The link agent aimed to monitoring the
network resources and status. The data agent aimed to transfer

data among nodes. The idea of this model helps mobile agents
to prepare their itinerary tables. By clustering the network
nodes, the model was implemented and the efficiency was
discussed [10]. Based on opinion-based, Zuo et al. proposed a
model for increasing the mobile agent system performance.
The model ranks the reputation of network nodes by
aggregating information. The node reputation ranking was
based on set of categories such as services quality. By this
way, the mobile agents were owned valuable information
before staring their journeys and the overall performance will
be increased. The model was implemented and evaluated by
using Algets technology [11].
Baek et al. [13] suggested planning algorithms tried to
search a minimum number of agents, and the total consuming
time of route by setting lime of time execution. There are two
important planning factors affecting the performance of the
agent system in the network environment that are the mobile
agent’s itinerary and the number of the mobile agent. The
experiment of this research proves that if the size of a mobile
agent is begin increased while retrieval operations are
performed, the bandwidth varies from link to link. In this case,
the agent will consume more time. Cook [14] has mentioned
that building software system composed of mobile agents
introduces interesting new concerns for software engineering
research. He described some assumptions behind mobile agent
systems and software engineering. One of them: Code is
cheaper to move than data and this assumption implies that the
size of the mobile agent is important and it should be reduced.
As mentioned above, all these models or mechanism were
aimed to improve the mobile agent systems performance. If
we compare them with our proposed mechanism, we find the
dynamic and increment improvement of performance by using
the knowledge-based. This fact is more suitable with nature of
the information systems because the information related to the
service providers are not fixed and rapidly changed. Also, the
proposed mechanism allows the mobile agent systems
automatically adapting with information available in the
knowledge based-content to improve the performance. In
addition, the performance will depend on the mobile agents’
experiences.
III. PROPOSED MODEL
A. Model Concepts and Components
This research aims to propose a new model to increase the
mobile agent systems performance. The main idea behind this
model is to use a knowledge-based content. The knowledgebased content helps the mobile agent system to reduce number
of visited hosts. It can provide the mobile agents by valuable
information related the services located in hosts. The
knowledge-based content is incremental database that consists
of information that collected by the mobile agents. When the
mobile agent completes its journey, the mobile agent home
extracts the information about hosts available in the mobile
agent and stores it in the knowledge-based content. This
process is repeated every time when the mobile agents back to
their home. In addition, before the mobile agents start their
journey, they should optimize their itinerary tables based on
information available in the knowledge-based content. By this
way the number of visited hosts will be decreased and the
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overall performance automatically is going to be improved. In
addition, the knowledge-based content is dynamically updated
and rapidly increased by knowledge the mobile agents’
experiences. Fig. 1 presents the main components of the
mechanism.

come again to the knowledge-based content and update the
information. By this way, the knowledge-based content is
incremented and that make the model more efficient and
intelligent. The knowledge format in the knowledge base
depends on kind of services that are provided by the hosts.

As presented above, Fig. 1 depicts the mobile agent model
components: Mobile Agent, Mobile Agent Home, Knowledgebased content and Hosts. Each one has specific role in the
model as following:

Hosts represent the service providers. It can receive and
serve multiple mobile agents simultaneously. The hosts could
introduce the services for example, selling books, selling
electronic devices, air tickets etc.

Mobile Agent is an object, which contains tasks to be
performed on behalf of users. The mobile agent visits hosts
according to its itinerary table. The journey duration depends
of many factors and one of them is number of visited hosts.
The number of hosts is specified based on the mobile agent’s
tasks.

As mentioned above in Fig. 1, the model works in specific
logic steps such as:
1) The mobile agent is created in the mobile agent home
based on user’s request. The mobile agent visits the
knowledge-based content to search for related knowledge to
its tasks. If any, the mobile agent can benefit from it by
reducing the number of hosts in the itinerary table (Key issue
to increase the performance).
2) The mobile agent returns to the home to start its
journey by using updated itinerary table.
3) The mobile agent starts its journey by visiting hosts
(Service Providers) to perform the tasks.
4) After completing the journey, the mobile agent returns
home with results.
5) The knowledge that is collected by the mobile agent
will be stored in the knowledge-based content.

Mobile Agent Home is a place where the mobile agents
start their journey. After finishing their journey, the mobile
agents return home with results. Mobile Agent Home is
responsible to create the mobile agent and extract their results
after completing their journey. The results will be saved in the
knowledge-based content.
Knowledge-Based content is a knowledge container which
can store services information provided by hosts. Before
mobile agents start their journey, they visit the knowledgebased content to obtain information related to their duties. In
addition, after mobile agents finishing their journey, they
Mobile agent Home

3
Host 1

4
2
1

5

Host 2

Host n

Knowledge-Based
Content

Mobile Agent

Fig. 1. Model components.
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B. Model Implementation
By using .Net framework and C# language, the model has
been implemented and tested. Each component has a separate
program as following:
Mobile agent is represented as object form, a class called
―Agent‖. The class consists of several variables represent the
object state such as Agent Name, Start journey time, finish
journey time, itinerary table, Tasks, etc. The class also
contains some methods to access those variables. Fig. 2
presents the pseudo code for the Mobile Agent Class. This
class also was assigned as a Serializable to enable the object to
be converted as a network stream.
The mobile agent home was implemented as two separate
programs: sender and receiver mobile agents. The sender

program was represented as class called ―Agent_Sender‖. It
consists of some variables and methods. It aims to create and
dispatch the mobile agent object. For example, assigning the
tasks, itinerary table and sending the mobile agent after
converting it as a network stream. Fig. 3 presents the pseudo
code.
The mobile agent home (Receiver program) was
implemented as class. It aims to receive the mobile agents
after completing their journey. It consists of two main
methods: Receiving the mobile agent and extracting results
from the mobile agents. The results will be stored in the
knowledge-based content to be used in the future journeys.
Fig. 4 presents the class of receiver agents. In addition, the
program works as server listener to receive multiple mobile
agents simultaneously.

Fig. 2. Mobile agent class.

Fig. 3. Mobile agent home (sender).
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Fig. 4. Mobile agent home (receiver).

Fig. 5. Host (service provider).
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The host (Service Provider) was represented as a program.
Each node has its one running program with unique IP address.
The node can receive multiple mobile agents and it serves
them according to their tasks. After completing their jobs, the
node dispatches the mobile agent according to the itinerary
table. Fig. 5 presents the host program. This program is run
each time when a new host is started.
By using Microsoft Access 2007, the knowledge base was
implemented as a database. The database consists of two
tables. The first table was used to store results from mobile
agent journeys. The second table represents the visited hosts.

C. Model Test and Evaluation
A scenario-based approach has been used to test and
evaluate the proposed model. In the scenario, the mobile agent
buys books on behalf of users based on best price. The user
specifies the required book information. By using this
information, the mobile agent searches among the nodes
(Hosts), the required book and its price. The host represents a
bookstore. After completing its journey, the mobile agent
saves all collected information in the knowledge-based
content. As sample, Fig. 6 presents multiple mobile agents
visit Host 5.

Fig. 6. Mobile agents under processing.

Fig. 7. Mobile agents return home.
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Fig. 8. Mobile agents in home.

In Fig. 7, the mobile agents return home with results from
hosts.
The mobile agent home saves all information collected by
the mobile agents in knowledge-based content. Fig. 8 presents
the information as a table of object. Each object represents
collected information of one journey as prices and visited
hosts (route).
To evaluate the model, the durations of journeys have been
computed with listing of visited hosts. In Fig. 9, all these

information are presented. As mentioned, the duration of
Mobile Agents 4, 2(MG4, MG2). In the first journey the
durations were 292 msec and 332 for MG4 and MG2 msec
respectively. The two mobile agents had sent again for the
same tasks. In the second journey, the durations were 56 msec
and 51 for MG4 and MG2 msec, respectively. The time of
journey was reduced by 83% average. According to this fact,
the model has improved the performance of the mobile agent
system by using the knowledge-based content.

Fig. 9. Model performance measurements.
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IV. CONCLUSION
The purpose of this paper is to propose a new model for
increasing the mobile agent systems performance. The
performance is considered as one of important factors that
makes the system reliable. This paper suggests a knowledgebased content to be used to improve the mobile agent systems
performance. In the beginning, this work started by
conducting intensive survey about related models and
mechanisms to investigate the gaps in the performance. A
comparative discussion has been done between some
researches issued and the proposed model. The proposed
model has been described in full details based on the
components. A scenario-based approach has been used to
implement the proposed model by using .Net framework and
C# language. The model has been tested and evaluated based
on different scenarios. As findings, the overall performance
has been improved by 83% when the knowledge-based
content is used. In addition, the system performance will
improve automatically by the time because the content of the
knowledge is increased. The proposed model is suitable to be
used in any type of mobile agent applications. The originality
of the model is based on conducted survey and own
knowledge.
As future work of this work, it will be a good idea if some
effort be done in the knowledge-based content by setting
protocol for knowledge formats. By this way the knowledgebased content will be used by heterogeneous mobile agent
systems. In addition, this idea will help to share the knowledge
between different systems.
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